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OSMI RAZRED                     TEST                                   REPUBLICKO TAKMICENJE 

I: CORRECT THE FOLLOWIG SENTENCES (5 points) 

 (It could be a wrong word, tense, spelling, word order...)  

 1. She was having lunch while Bob called her.  

___________________________________  

2. We don't like the people which are coming to visit us tomorrow.  

___________________________________________________  

3. The cook peeled the potatoes when he cut his finger.  

___________________________________________________  

4. Try to not be rude to your cousins! 

_____________________________  

5. .This is the first time I eat Thai food. 

______________________________ 

 

  

 II FINISH THE SENTENCES using reported questions          ( 6points)  

A:Did you post my letter?                     B: I can’t remember ______________________or not.  

A:How much did the trainers cost?    B: I haven’t got a clue____________________  

A:Where have I put my keys?               B: You are always forgetting___________________  

  

  

  

III CORRECT THE MISTAKES           ( 7 points) 

If you would know my brother, you would know what I mean.  

When I will go back to university, I will email you.  

I wonder where has he put it.  

I’ve completely forgotten what was I doing.  

If I could go anywhere, I will go to Fiji.  

I haven’t a clue what does he think.  

 



  

IV    USE THE WORDS IN CAPITAL LETTERS IN THE SUITABLE FORM ( 5 points) 

Tasha climbed onto a________CROWD   bus which was going to take her to a nearby village.The 

wooden seats looked_________COMFORT,so she decided to stand. The woman in 

_________COLOUR dress was next to her.”This is an___________FORGET  experience”,thought 

Tasha and started to feel______OPTIMIST about the journey. 

 

V COMPLETE THE SECOND SENTENCE SO THAT IT HAS A SIMILAR MEANING TO THE FIRST ONE. 

(12points) 

1.Did Jack buy you a present on Valentine’s Day?  GET 

---------------------------------------from Jack on Valentine’s Day? 

2.Please, remove your shoes. TAKE 

----------------------------------------shoes. 

3.My piano teacher and I are good friends.GET 

I --------------------------------------- my piano teacher. 

4.I must work this summer to earn some money. FIND 

I------------------------------------to earn some money. 

5.I have not got any experience,so I won’t get high wages. 

If-------------------------experience,I would get high wages. 

6.My brother has worked in that restaurant for two years. 

My brother started working ------------------------------- 

 

VI FILL IN WITH THE RIGHT WORD TO COMPLETE BOTH SENTENCES IN EACH PAIR (10points) 

 

1.The first ____of the play is fifty minutes long.She looks sad in the first_____of the comedy. 

2.Is there ______bread left?The pasta is not hot_______ 

3.We are trying to set_____a new business.To sum______,I think all students should wear uniforms. 

4.Where can I find a _____bulb?You take the _____bag and I will take the heavy one. 

5.Our classroom is dirty, because the _____is sick.We bought a new vacuum___________ 

 

 

 



VII COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH THE A, B, C OR D OFFERED: (5 points) 

Our cities and towns are 1_______more and more polluted and crowded. There is not enough space 

to build more 2______for people. However, some people are using their 3______to design very 

unusual houses in big cities. They are creating 4_____places to live under the ground. A recent 

newspaper 5 _______ described a house in central London with just a small entrance from the 

street. 

1.A going               B being                    C getting               D developing 

2.A suburbs           B accommodation     C slums                 D architecture 

3.A ideas                B opportunities       C learning            D imaginations 

4.A shallow            B spacious                C successful        D sociable  

5.A article              B programme           C episode           D action 

 


